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MintHealth Update
The MintHealth team is making great progress in realizing its vision of placing the Patient at the center
of Healthcare by aligning stakeholders and enabling value-based care. In the last couple of months, we
have conducted dozens of briefings, presentations, and collaborations where we consistently receive
confirmation from our industry-leading advisors, prospective customers, partners, and the Healthcare
Community that our platform is transformative.
At the same time, the Blockchain Ecosystem upon which we are leveraging, continues to experience
rapid advancements in both its underlying technology and how it is incubating new business models on
the Blockchain with Initial Coin Offerings (ICO’s).
We believe this rapid innovation will continue for the foreseeable future, and along with it, the need for
us to adapt and evolve MintHealth’s incubation and operating models to best meet the needs of Patient
Customers, Partners, Employees, and the Healthcare Ecosystem stakeholders. We view this as a positive
development greatly enhancing the value, integrity and funding of Blockchain-based ventures, including
MintHealth.
Security Token (MHST)
We have seized on this opportunity and are evaluating the development of a new MintHealth security token
(MHST), that would entitle token holders to equity ownership in MintHealth as well as certain dividend and voting
rights.

Engagement Token (VIDA)
MintHealth will retain Vidamints (VIDA) as a pure utility token used by risk bearing entities (insurance
plans, self-insured corporations, health systems, etc.) looking to reduce the cost of caring for moderate
and high-risk patients and employees, as well as to build brand loyalty for companies similar to reward
points for airlines and hotels. VIDA will enable existing patient care platforms to become Blockchain
and token enabled via MintHealth application APIs. For more details on the VIDA model, please see
our whitepaper.

As the primary revenue stream of MintHealth, VIDA tokens will be used to engage patients with daily,
highly personalized activities that can be redeemed across multiple ecosystem stakeholders while
improving patient health and lowering insurance costs. Under this token structure, VIDA are solely a
digital product sold for use in the MintHealth ecosystem and are not traded on an open exchange. The
VIDA token provides complete transparency on the quantity and price of tokens that are sold, as well as
complete transparency and verifiability of the revenue that is payable to MHST token holders.
As one of the first entities in the US to offer a Security Token, we believe this token structure leverages
Blockchain transformation and provides an opportunity to participate in the token economy that is
compliant and familiar to investors. We thank you for your support and look forward to your continuing
commitment to MintHealth.
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